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Second Coming

A sword in a courtyard
placed in a stone

makes suitors try hard
for the throne.

Everyone can have a try
for winner's spoils,
yet the cost is high

in the toils.

I bring no peace, only sword,
and know that I am

truth before the world,
the Druid lamb.

卐
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Grapes of Genesis

Noah from Mars worked long and hard
to build a lunar ark in orbital shipyard;

and as flood went long and dry,
on his Martian wine supply,

grapes grew anew on Earthen vineyard.

卐

Canis Lupus Coup d'État

When wolves are running hungry
they seek sheep husbandry,

while in forest lurking
with teeth grinning,

awaiting flashpoint killing spree.

卐
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Caer Troia

Brute the Briton has now come forth,
to once again show his worth,

and upraise the Kingdom
of great druid wisdom,

in Caer Troia of the high north.

Brute the Briton is the roaring lion,
out of ancient mount Zion,

who made the crossover
at the cliffs of Dover,

into the green plains of Albion.

Brute the Briton is the Pendragon,
in flaming tongue of Avalon,

and with sword in hand
he is God’s last stand.

Hail, ye once and future Briton!

卐
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Druidic Geometry

Yahshua Christ is the great defender
of God against moneylender,
and by exposing usury evil

of the ensnaring devil,
souls are freed from slave trader.

 ᛚ  ᛝ  ᛞ  ᛟ 
Yahshua Christ is the druid oak tree,

striking sun cross of geometry,
and by world tree hanging
he goes into fruit falling,

wounded by the spear of gravity.
 ᚪ ᚫ ᚣ ᛠ ᛡ 

Yahshua Christ is the flaming stone,
that world tree can lift alone,

and with a perpendicular
pointing at the lodestar,

God reigns from standing stone.
 ᛢ  ᛣ  ᚸ  ᛤ  ᛥ 
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Pendragon

When Pendragon wild, not tame,
born of shadow and flame,

killed off every fear
crystal clear,

he went before he came.

When Pendragon was not there
he became fire everywhere,

within dream awoken
in action taken,

throughout angelic sphere.

When Pendragon did not yield,
in final stand by shield,

he rose victorious
and hilarious,

laughing in empty field.

卐
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Quilled in Blood

As William Tyndale was about to die,
he looked towards his last sky,

and called upon grace,
as he went ablaze,

to bring light, to open his king's eye.

As William Tyndale fell off final cliff,
he solved the last hieroglyph,

and outgrew his form,
by defying norm,

that ruler of realm is deified sheriff.

As William Tyndale in Summerland
erected new castles in sand,

he saw no man is knave,
in the final wave,

that washes feet of forbearing land.

卐
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A Christmas Carol

When Ebenezer Scrooge's ghostly door
went topological in metaphor,

he found that humbug,
kept under rug,

was dancing on the floor.

When Ebenezer Scrooge in spell cast
kindled future, present and past,

he found entanglement
in grave lament,

and pleaded guilty at last.

When Ebenezer Scrooge broke day,
darkness had blown away,

and he went jolly
to his holly,

on this glorious Christmas day.

卐
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Gulliver's Travels

When Gulliver marooned into deep,
the giant rose out of sleep,

and found utopian
was Lilliputian,

in web of melancholic weep.

When Gulliver rose above cloud,
heaven's field he ploughed,

by round table jig
of whirligig,

sweeping earthly crowd.

When Gulliver transcended vivid,
into vibrant planetary grid,

he became electric
and galactic,

as man-mountain Pyramid.

卐
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Rottenchild Kingdom

Haakon, notorious monarch of Norway,
appointed first quisling to slay,

and then divided country
by hunt of bounty,

into witch hunt for public display.

Olav, notorious crown prince of Norway,
did, during his exiled London stay,

most satanically endorse,
with no remorse,

Laksevåg barbecue, by bombing away.

Harald, notorious monarch of Norway,
communist tyrant of present day,

is exchanging subjects
into new objects,

by genociding white man away.

卐
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Wrong Apple

Why do we fight with lion's courage,
when our woman is garbage,

and a turncoat
for a vote,

mocking God in sacrilege?

Does she think we have no care,
sweating blood in despair,

with faith running
into hiding,

leaving us hanging there?

America is faithless to son of Man,
and does not understand,

when it is right
to fight,

and take the last stand.

卐
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Slingshot Ahead

When Christ was standing alone,
darkness came to throne,

and threw into prison
light of reason,

drawing sword from stone.

When Christ took fall in dark deep,
his heart awoke from sleep,

and by slingshot ahead,
risen from dead,

he exploded into world sweep.

When Christ was broken in despair,
he rose, shattered everywhere,

into shiny fragments
of entanglement,

fulfilling star spangled air.

卐
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British Grail Romances

Beowulf had a marital monster or two
coming down with feminist flu,

and to witches' peril
he slew Grendel,

so Great Britain will flourish anew.

Arthur the Second had a wife or two
coming down with feminist flu,

and through his manhood
he made dog food,

so Great Britain will flourish anew.

Henry the Eighth had a wife or two
coming down with feminist flu,

and by chopping down
he saved the Crown,

so Great Britain will flourish anew.

卐
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Stargate Pi Trilithon

When Narcissus gazed into puddle,
his flesh tent transformed idle,

expanding cosmic soul
through wormhole,

engaging dragons in battle.

When Narcissus echoed soundless,
he uploaded consciousness,

into mirror reflection
of self ascension,

in higher existing emptiness.

When Narcissus went high octane,
transcending pyramid arcane,

he spun time cyclical,
hyperdimensional,

rendering ancient Runes plain.
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Narcissus at Kindred Well

Do not morn my drowning death,
as I am well alive and born again;
and now, in cool and clear water,

I flow out of the crystal well.

My vain words were but skin deep,
and they struck not heart of matter.

Their echo I rejected as nothing.
Now, I call upon my soul to rise!

Shine forth Thou, my inner star,
who I see in the eyes of the world,
reflected in the mirror of the soul,

as the world returns my smile.

Stillness in calm and deep water
causes no ripple to unrest my mind.
What image I see, is you and me,
in deep flowing blood of kindred.
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Mount Carmel

When first seal broke young pride,
it made wave become tide,

in learning patience
as apprentice,

in disciplined common strive.

When second seal broke heart felt,
bloody warrior arose to tilt,

against unfair heaven
by odds uneven,

in roses and thorns dealt.

When third seal broke strong will,
it released wild hatred to kill,

providing clemency
in dark ecstasy,

because unrestraint is thrill.
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When fourth seal broke life force,
death came with no remorse,

and there is no strive
at end of life,

in final curtain embrace.

When fifth seal broke earthly bonds,
camp of saints walked clouds,

where spoken words
are flying birds,

on tip of tongue of bards.

When sixth seal broke smallest mind,
darkness came from behind,

and swallowed by whale
in deep space ale,

is a most bitter drink to find.
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When seventh seal broke tree forest,
dragons lair became unrest,

and at break of dawn
sword is drawn,

from stone - to slay beast.

- David Koresh, 2019

卐
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Deity Footnotes

Elohim, as wandering lights in heaven,
by his image, at count of seven,

he places upon the globe,
a giant horoscope,

and calls his footprint Eden.

Yahweh, as cycle of year, is ringing,
in chorus of seasonal singing,

and through solstices
and equinoxes,

he places his eye in wellspring.

Adonai, as president of cyclical Year,
hangs on a tree to come clear,

and as he falls in fall
to know it all,

he is wounded by gravity spear.
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Heaven, as constructed of images,
is rotating planetary memories,

in a storyteller's tale
that prevails,

since zodiac image never fades.

Ocean, as mariner realm navigational,
under and above Heaven's hall,

is clothed in blue globe
and black robe;

latter is deep space extraterrestrial.

卐

Elohim -> Elders
Yahweh -> Year
Adonai -> Odin
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